compound sentence > a sentence made by joining two simple sentences with a connector:
- a coordinating conjunction and a comma
- a semicolon
- a semicolon, conjunctive adverb, and comma

coordinating conjunction > and, but, for, nor, or, so, yet

conjunctive adverbs > also, besides, consequently, finally, furthermore, however, meanwhile, instead, moreover, nevertheless, similarly, still, then, therefore, thus, otherwise, for example, for instance, in addition

semicolon > ;

PART I - Directions: Add punctuation to the following sentences as necessary.

1. Sally and Suzie went to the movies.
2. Sally went to the movies however Suzie stayed home.
3. Sally went to the movies but Suzie stayed home.
4. I like chicken and I like pie also.
5. I like chicken also I like pie.
6. I like chicken in addition I like pie.
7. Joel went to the store and bought a gallon of ice cream.
8. Joel went to the store and he bought a gallon of ice cream.
9. Joel went to the store then he bought a gallon of ice cream.
10. They didn’t have money for gas nor did they have money for the bridge toll.
11. They neither had money for gas nor the bridge toll.
12. The had no money for gas they had no money for the bridge toll.
13. Mr. Davis went into 7-11 to buy an umbrella meanwhile the rain stopped.
14. Mr. Davis went into 7-11 to buy an umbrella and the rain stopped.
15. Melissa spent several hours studying for the test consequently she got an A.
16. Melissa got an A on the test for she spent several hours studying.
17. Melissa spend several hours studying she got an A on the test.
Mrs Piggle wiggle lives here in our town. She is very small and has a hump on her back. When children ask her about the hump, she says “Oh thats a big lump of magic. Sometimes it turns me into a witch other times it turns me into a dwarf or a fairy. On special occasions it makes me into a queen”. The children are all very envious of the hump for it is such a convenient fastening place for wings.

All the children in the Neighborhood like to visit Mrs Piggle Wiggle, because Mrs. Piggle Wiggle understands children better than anybody in the whole world. She is always ready to stop whatever she is doing, and have a tea party. She is glad to have children dig worms in her Petunia bed. She has a large trunk full of scraps for doll clothes, in addition, she has another trunk full of valuable rocks with gold in them. She is delighted to have children pick up and look at all the little things which she keeps on her tables.

One day hubert prentiss dropped the glass ball that snowed on the children when you shook it. But Mrs. Piggle Wiggle didn’t get mad in fact she said, “heavens, Hubert. Don’t cry. Im so glad this happened I have always wanted to know what was in that glass ball”

Mrs. Piggle Wiggle takes it for granted that you will want to try on her shoes and go wiggling around on high heels. And Mrs. Piggle Wiggle let’s the children dig for pirate treasure in her backyard consequently her yard is full of holes. So you can see why Mrs. Piggle Wiggles house is the best house to visit in the neighborhood.